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FCHS Wellness Student Highlight
Angelica Krubeck is a Freshman at STEM Academy @ Forsyth Central
High School. She is studying Biotechnology. Not only is she able to
keep her grades up, but on the side, she runs her own nonprofit.
She is the Founder and CEO of Super Science Kids, Inc, a registered
501(c)3 in Cumming, GA. This spring, she came up with the idea to
do a Healthy Living Project for the kids she serves through the
MentorME North program. “I knew that a lot of the families were
struggling mentally and financially. So, I met with Mrs. Elisa
McConnon and Mrs. Kerry Carithers from MentorME North Georgia,
Inc. to propose my idea for the immigrant community. I also
organized a two-day food drive to provide nonperishables in hopes
to alleviate some of their struggles.” Leading a healthy life has so
many aspects to it and when Angelica made a call to action, Mrs.
Karen Cole ( FCHS Wellness Coach) and Total Wellness Collaborative
hit the ground running. “I’m immensely grateful for TWC’s and
Mrs. Cole’s dedication to support kids,” says Angelica. Thanks to
their hard work, 144 students ranging from K-12 in the MentorME
programs will get free Wellness Kits and learn ways to cope with
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stress and anxiety.
She says psychology is one of her
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favorite sciences to share. With
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the help of Super Science Kids’
calming kits and all the generous
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support they have surrounding
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